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F R 0 C 3 E D I N G S
MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: Owen v. City of

Independence, Missouri.
Mr» Achtenberg, I think you. may proceed whenever you

are ready.
ORAL ARGUMENT OF IRVING ACHTENBERG, ESQ., 

v ON BEHALF OF THE PETITIONER
MR, ACIITEMBKRGs Mr. Chief Justice,- ant. may it please

the Courts
This is an action which arose out of the termination 

of the employment of the chief of police of Independence 
Missouri in the year 1972 by his employer, the City of 
Independence. The petitioner, the chief of police, believing 
that his termination was under circumstances which gave rise 
to a denial of procedural due process brought an action in the 
Federal District Court in which he sought appropriate relief 
under the Fourteenth Amendment and 42 U.I.C. 1983. He was 
denied relief by the District Court and took an appeal to the 
Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals.

The Eighth Circuit, reversing the trial court, found 
-that he had in fact suffered a s tigna, arising, in the course 
of the termination of his employment occasioned by the acts of

the highest officials of the city which gave rise to a right 
of procedural due process and reversed 
ing declaratory .relief as well as. damages.
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The court bottomed its denial of recovery against 
the individual officials-p£ the city in'their indi' i ual 
capacities on this Court’s decision in Hood v, Strickland»
It said hdwever that the decision in Wood did not. prevent it 
from finding entity liability against the city»

Based upon that decision unfavorable against the 
city,•the city sought and filed a petition for certiorari before 
this Court»

QUESTION: .Was -the trial before or after our
decision in the Monell case?

UR. ACHTENBERG: The trial was prior to Monell.
■ The petition for certiorari before this Court was

handed down its decision in Monell» While the petition was
f

pending before this Court Monell was handed down and this
>Court *—

QUESTION: Remanded.
MR. ACilTENBERGs Remanded, vacating the decision in.

light of Monell tc the Eighth Circuit. The Eighth Circuit then
.proceeded, without changing any of its prior findings, without
contradicting its prior findings as to stigma denied all relief,
taking the position which we think-was totally unjustified ,
from Wood v. Strickland to Monell,that now in light of Monell
the city as'an entity had the same good faith immunity as it
had previously given the individual council members; under the'
theory of Wood v» Strickland»

/



QUESTS Oil: Just so J. can get thru ;> r v. : a r ; 11(1 4

. iave i- - tri al' .w.a :or [oneII.

HR. ACHTEUBERG: Pardc . ,

l re t!

the trial court judgr-eut was before the Monel! cere, 

judgment exonerated the individuals be, on Wood v.

Strickland,

HR. ACUTEI-TBERG: Me, sir. uxc trial court denial

relief

QUESTION ; Denied relief entirely *

MR. AClifiCNBERG: flee* reverse of the trial court 

still prior to Monell.

QUESTION: Right.

And with respect to the individual defencU-iits tl:

as

Court of Appeals relied or. Weed v, Strickland? and eeith

respect to the cityfthe first tine around what did rko Court

of Appeals do?

MR. ACHCEMBERG: With regard to the city?

QUESTION: Jos.

MR. ACHTENBE RG; . e f „

QUESTIOH: Highto I see.

MR. Adrbdddefdd; Bb111 do cl ar at or■y and eqif table

relief.

QUESTION: And thet ] /as of course before the

Monell decision here



HR. ACHTEWBERO: Correct* j

QUESTIONs Ana then your brother on Aha other r? /A

I suppose petitioned for certiorari?

MR» AC1ITENBERG: That is corr,an 

()ULST.iC)j'j: And you had won *

HR. ACUTEUSERR: Sir?
♦

QiJivSTlun : 2ou had. prevailed in the <:

I1R. tciITENBERG: That is correct; yes, sir.

QUESTION: And it wan

]IR“ ACiitEMBRRG: And in fact Mona 11 had not still
\

be ed and it was while this Court w ;

petition Ay a- '::.-;:; :.:i that it handed down Monell.

JL-j uda;: •' -'id 'chan rhis Court remande cl cacarceo

tiie judgment and remanded it to the Court of Appeals for the 

Eighth Circuit to reconsider it in the light of More 11.

I!R. ACHTEUBERG: Correct.

QUESTION: . And it was then that the Court of Appeals 

for tiie Eighth Circuit found that the city was ict liable teceyn 

tiie city too had an eci-t.vele:at' iiiiraurit/ to that of the . individua: 

defendants; is that it?

MR. ACHTEIJBKRG; Co:,:: set;

QUESTION; Thank you.

QTJLJTj.• l^y do you thime the Eighth Circuit panel 

completely' reversed itself? it was the sons panel, wasn't; i 

MR. ACKTENBIJRGi I can only say with the cuotincr
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E ' uit in it srtot, ibat

court si imply made an inexplicable flip-flop. b - '

from Wood v* Strickland, passed Kane11 without explanation.

If the Court will read tl i i

no justification except that the court simply says that in 

light of Monell we believe that

— same immunities and amenity that the individual councilman 

and the city magistrate have. We find no rationale, no change 

of facts, no findings different than in the prior decision.

©was*»ca&a»*iywdtffcht i ■■ ha ■ i%g vt it in

fact had decided.

QUESTION: Certainly they must have seen seme tiling 

in Monell and in the vacate and remand .action by this Court 

that persuaded then to jump the other way.

MR. ACHTEMBERG: Well, I certainly can’t speak for 

the Eighth Circuit but I can spear for myself. I do not see 

•anytiling in their opinion' which gives any explanation for making 

•'chat judgment based on Monell.

And if I may be so presumptive, in reading Monell
i

I find nothing in Monell.

QUESTION: And that is ahy you. are here.

HR. ACHTEIIBERG: Exactly.

I think the issue is fairly framed before this C 

and that is the good faith immunity which was granted to
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ffici i r individual

this Court’s decision in Hood. v. Strickland is apt to be 

extended -in. this case and future casos to the local govern

mental entity as an entity, ov-.r answer to that quasi.! ca is a

strong t!No.,!

QUESTION; Before you get to the immunity question, 

counsel, what do you rav ■ llabilifc

city other than a respondeat superior theory? As I understood 

Monel 1 — I was in d:

opinion you had to have either a policy or a custom.

MR® ACHTENBERG; Hell, as the Eighth Circuit remand 

now is -considering -the.point raised in Monell that it must not 

he respondeat superior and that it must be official action, 

she Court had no difficulty, nor do I, in finding that the 

conduct of which petitioner complained was official action c 

the city.

QUESTIOKs We11 - • •

HR. ACHTENBERG: It was based upon the denial of a 

hearing upon his termination which was a part of the charter 

provisions of the city. It was based on a city ordinance and 

the action of the highest officials, the city manager arid the 

city counsel, .in proc ceding under that ordinance.

QUESTION; A .municipal corporation can proceed only 

through individuals. It is simply an abstraction ;U. the law,, 

If s '. , is 1 ted instance of a city official
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ref? :: i t xx a ;i ig, irt i k

thing • other than respondeat superior'

MR. AQREENBSRG: .-.Jell, if we are speaking of the 

action of the city council in light of a city ordinance denying 

such hearing well, first of all I to.ink I have endured 

the circutastances of the termination which involve the entire

, S: re act;

great publicity? and we have of course the liberty issue of 

stigma which gave rise to the procedure of duo proce: s res rifcv 

We are not dealing with a question of whether or not 

an inferior employee had simply taken some action under which 

it would not be liable for respondeat superior»

QUESTION: Do you think the doctrine‘of respondeat
'

superior applies only to low-level employees, that it cannot be 

used to impose liability on the highest official of the 

muni cipal corpo rati or; ?

MR. ACIJTENB.V5RG: Well, certainly as an inanimate 

person Ida city cannot act ersoept through its officials. And 

if it is to have aet:d;v., suayee 1 do the provisions of 1183 

that action must he by some officials» Arid in this case we 

are talking about the highest officials of the city»

QUESTION: And it is imputed to the city by reason 

of respondeat superior.

MR, AChaEiillhlG: Mull, I do not see sc. Ia I see it 

the city acts per se through > hie :i la it



acre no ether way®

2ts of lower officials in routine duty clea :1 

might involve a question of respondeat superior. I do not say 

that perhaps a higher level official might have an element of 

respondeat superior. I simply say in this case we have the 

official conduct of the city, we have official policy based on 

an ordinance, acted upon by the highest officials of the city, 

and we see no higher level of functioning in which a city can 

perform.■

QUESTION: Well, let's assume

HR..ACHSENEBRGs But the issue, it had no trouble and 

w.e have no trouble in saying this was official policy, this 

was an implementation of official policy.

QUESTION: That is what I was trying to get at;

. it officia!

policy.

MR. ACHTENBERGs We say so and the Eighth Circuit 

despite holding against us in its remand said this is now under 

because of Monell is under 1983 and it clearly is official 

policy of the city. It was the implementation of official 

policyc

QUESTION; Do you think the official policy referred 

to in Monell would require an affirmative policy protecting 

cor ■ :ipnal rights or si would require a policy which 

contravened constitutional fights?'



HR. ACHTEMBERG: Well, I tie it »r*

In this case vo A d:.i.:v; ' i::dn
\

Under 19 83 it says no person stall deprive any parse:;’, of 

privilege and immunities or

I think this certainly fits that direct statement of fee 

statute. Whether it a 

to this case, as I see it.

QUESTION: Do you think there is a difference 1st 

a city ordinance passed by 'the city council that says the ci 

manager shall do the following and orders him to do it, orda 

him to take sore action end he dees if rod the city is creed 

And the other case is the city council authorises him to do

him to. just auth< ri im. II

consistent with their policy if he did it, it doesn’t order 

him to, and he does if and the city gets sued.

Do you think there is any difference between those 

two cases fare -the purposes of a Heme 11 liability?

HR,- ACHTEN3ERG: As 1 understand the question I th 

not.. It goes back to the fundamental function —* fundamenta 

concept that they are acting in the only way that a city can

act,

QUESTIONs Kell, you have got sortethir iq lx; no os.at

hare, haven't you? At least you had a:,.- ordinance; tL:rd yoy 

authorises whaf was doae,

MR. ACHTENBERG: Weil, the ordinant ties

\



'co a hearing»

QUESTION: Right»

MR. ACHTENB.oRG: On termination»

QUE5TION: Right.

lENBERG: And so the ordinance —-

'

ordinance; that is correct, sir.

QUESTION: -low, toko the third case. tat re ossure

there was no ordinance here tit all ore ray or another about a 

: i;.r e "tv. of the cii :y o isny a

hearing.

MR. ACHTENSERG: Me would see no problem with that. 

QUESTION:. And then the city is sued.

MR. ACHTDNBERG: we think it would still be a denial 

of the Fourteenth Amendment and 1983.

QUESTION: Well, how would you know that it is a. city 

policy? What if the charter says the charter reserves the city 

council a policy-making authority in the city and the city 

manager has neglected it? it just •• CO 11. *1« o o

MR. .'vCRTSikk'.;RG: Well, I think th.e question projects 

oevord the facts of this cecc. l?e are tail-ring abcml the inter™ 

nking action of. -the city". ;il . . .a?.

QUESTION: You don't need to go any farther 'than to 

say that whether the city manager could do it on hi 

here it is an ordinances.
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there was action, by the city council the night .baser© which

inter-li it -

morning»

QUIISTICH; hi right.

QUESTION: I am not sure I row,, after these several

colloquies, distinguish between what you have described as 

policy and what was implement a tion 02' execution of the policy.

tier,
Lty manager

the di cho fcomy 7

MR» ACHTEMB1;RG: Kell, we don’t :ee it as 

■ Ley

did not grant a-hearing. The implementation -of that policy was 

not only the action of the city council at its formal council 

meeting directing the city manager.

QUbSTIONs well,- tins dividing line —

MR. ACHTEMB3RG: But that inter-link 

of the city manager the next morning.

QUESTION; . Hell, tl

between the ordinance and th

the council.

bit iCLiivi: ;RG

' I . . -

action taken pursuant to it by'

.1, wo consider fchec bevh under

the concept of official policy or implementation of official 

policy f which this thi as :i
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acexon or as no . n unaa:rc- to an xvmu *

lusioi .

How the whi .. . i fol. II i

decisions in which it has considered t > i nity

of various local goverumental officials when the question has 

arisen, beginning with what re view as a similar case of 

Tenney v. Brar

tried to follow was applied by the Court* It begins first with

terpretation of a statute,

Civil Rights Act of 1371. If. is a ti<

and in so doing the Court in each case has said fir £

this is a remedial statute which must be broadly construed.

It is mandatory in its language. To find any exceptions or 

immunities thereunder, we must look to the history, to the
t

common law and to the legislative history of the Act to 

whether or not there are any

exceptions which we can properly feel were incorporated 

silentio, without comment, in the statute. Because of their vary 

nature they, must have been known and implicitly incorporated 

by the 42nd Congress? I think the Court commented many of whose 

r. ambers ware lawyers themselves and well aware of the common 

law.

How, Hat analysis is logical and reasonable, the
»

igress is not ■true. 1: it fc 1< ' it

is not reasonable to import i / ,to create an immunity



well established and which was not a matter of history.

And we theref r researched that point t i 

and we ware greatly assisted by the brief of the EE A. a^.. re 

reached the conclusion that we could not find a case in which 

where a city was sueable it had any immunity»

Now, we cannot say that there is not some case which 

neither the NEA nor we could: discover but we certainly can say 

that we have sufficiently researched the extensive cases of 
the 19th century State courts of thin country. And it wa were 

unable to find any, t ben -they certainly could' not ha r revoked 

the level of a well-established common law immunity.

QUESTION: four opponent wculd disagree with you

esos that you know of?

MR, 'ftCHTENBERG: he ‘do not recall that he cited any 

cases'in the 19th century in which there was a — if a city 

was sue able that it had any immunity*.
/

QUESTION; That is tautological.

QUESTION: That is •' ha problem, There was sovereign 

immunity for municipalities with respect to part of their 

functions'»
MR. ACHTENBERGs. Well, where there was — the question 

of sovereign 1® mity of co-;.rse was answered by this Court in 

Monel I* The sovereign immunity doctrine, wkic 

shifting doctrine, did not apply where a statute had sx> j

on that. Die. he ' find any



a city tc suit» Here if: a nt r.v.to. rot just a Stnt ntrtnto.

Of course if there had hear a 7tnto >, innate \a : State nan 

relinquished sova::dc- iroeriiy in that -ore. aero a tern.;, 

statute whi rtaa tiy 

immunity to suit.

QUESTION: But as the questi.cn of our brother White 

suggests, in the era in which this Federal statute was enacted 

the general doctrine was that a city had sovereign irmunity 

for any liability

i:i'.a -opri activita

Wasn’t that the generally accepted law of municipal' 

corporations in those days?

ICR. hCHTENBERG: Well, the problem was net ninth 

tha •. 'orh;;.: "governor o.i.al proprietary59 hat with the: inch oLtion of 

those words *

QUESTION: h understand -that. But. wasn't that the 

generally accepted Ire? in that era?

MR. AGHTEhhhRG; Well, to —•

QUESTION2 Regardless of definitional problems.

HR. ACIITENBERGi That is correct,

QUESTION s ?’?.s theg- existed then. The Ian was that 

n . weiri p ithyg -rr no noreic • • because of its sovereign

capacity was immune from liability for any of its governmental 

activities hot . or Brr ;y.:,; its oa:e ■ ,.r ilo i proprie R.ro

16

activities only



Hi'., ACHTEWBSRG: vlail ••••

QUErWlOb: viue;nv t that the _ we waal ■■•*•

MR. ACHTEMBERG: Well, our problem, sir, is chat — 

QUESTION: That question cun be .answered yes or no.

MR. &CHTENBERG: The answer is "Yest: as be the wore-

i: ■ i t, ■ t

: i e held

i.s no

for its governmental activities;.

MR. ACMSEMBERG: Under 1983.

QUESTION: Under 1983.

MR. AGHTENBERG: Or any ■—

QUESTION; Or any of its activities under 1983.

MR. ACHTENBERG: That is true? yes, sir.

: : it was the

state of the law at the time f the enactrfie-nt of 18 83, it was 

that a city was immune, ce . 1 i its

activities, whatever those; eiht be; aaundb it?
I

MR. ACHTENBERG: Well, it was ixmroae when it could noi

be sued.

.UESTION; Right, that is what iitantmify means. /

MR. ACHTSMBERGs Weill, net so, sir. I think in. ail 

cur discussions xro talk about immunities when sonatinas we are 

talking about defenses.

QUESTION: Well —
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HR* ACHTSHBERG: I:r: unity is not the subject 

Ql u;U I, r .. >cy .an ' f :siic 'i, but a

defendant can immediately say, "Look, I am e, municipality and 

my alleged wrongdoing was a matter of my govarnm.an t a 1 ic.tivi.tie:* 

and that is a complete defense — or used to be, at least,

HR, ACHTENBERG; Well, that is correct. Once the
i

first of all, if there was n0"Statute taking -« jranti 

right of suit or -creating a ility, which of io-d:ccu 

has been created by 1983«.

QUESTION: .f:t the United States of America has 

i it i ' sueahle if it i as

in and raises a defense of sovereign immunity. And then the 

question is s Has Congress waived that defense*

QUESTION; Bight.

QUESTION; it is sueable. Anybody can sue any

body.

QUESTION; Justice Stwart says anybody can sue 

anybody*? The question is; Will the suit 

to the merits or is there some form of immunity that 

prevent it from doing so.

'

was that it was sueable.

QUESTIONs That is right.

MR. ACHTENBERG; I thin

at ™~ we are talking again about * the 42nd Congre: i
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intend in 1871 -■••• • ri r tc . ases
and in oar brief we st .rifch what we considar the
there of draper 7, fbb City of boston. Now, that war’ tie ra 

of a city which was sued, which did make a good faith 3a,
the Court said there was no good faith defense and the city non 

. . ; 1: i fcieularl i iicant
was discussed in the debates by Senator Stevenson in the 
debates on the Civil Rights Act, so
clearly aware that the cities could be sued. And - nevertheless 
it had the opportunity, the Congress had the opportunity and 
it still came out with a very explicit and a very broad 
statute which in it states clearly includes cities. And that 

; its intention thi . : ’its
intention. It is not a contentional matter. It is not a 
matter for this Court to weigh on policy, what is right or 
wrong? it is what did the 42nd Congress intend.

Going back to the question of governmental proprietary 
distinction, perhaps an illustration might make our position 
at least, clear.

Let us say for example -that a city had adopted an 
ordinance which said that blacks could not be with! 
after 6;00 o*clock at night. Now, that would be clearly in 
performance of its governmental activities but we certainly do- 
not concede that that ordinance, or the enforcement of that 
ordinance would stand ao under the dictates of section 1983 of
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the Civil Rights Act.
.

QUESTION: What if the City of Indepondance. simply 

had indi

be in-the city after a certain tirne, the city hud ;ar oifiico-ry 

no policy;, nothing like it, it aver this

individual officer sitpi •

whs-t he believed -to be the proper policy was enforce;;',

Would you have anyt a.

superior?

MR. ACHTENBEKG: Wo, sir.

I think I should wake it clear, having answered 

clearly "No," that we are not suggesting there are no limitations, 

re no i will, no defenses

Monel 1 or defined- by Kcneil. 'Certainly there was respondeat 

superior and • certainly there was perhaps the opposite of that 

concept, official action. And wo say that is not a snail 

deterrent, that is not a small limitation. These two require

ments do not leave us with a broad, unlimited scope of attack 

upon cities.

QUESTION: And by official action,” you mean an

ordinance?

HR. ACHTEMBEhG: Hell, it would not necessarily need 

be an ordinance. In this, case we think it was both. It was an 

— more th.

Language of Monell. The official, acti . constituted an ordinance



: tea,

t i : t ity

>f

city . une i 1 an i th '

city manager.

QUESTION; May I ash you a question about the facie,, 

The city charter explicitly authorises a city manage:; 

rstan it, Jischar 

authority to fill.

Is that correct?

MR. M!KYE;N?EBRG: Yes sir.

QUESTION; Is it your'position tout that "•••

MR. ACYTEIMBURG; Yell, pardon me, sir. ■

With cue limitation. and that was when necessary for 

the good of the servi cep ti e was the language of the

QUESTION; Uho makes that judgment? The city manager 

nan the sole bis orati ui to rebut that judgment»

MR, ACHTENEERG: In this- case we say that judgment

ine

corned 1 and impleiaented by the city manager,,

action c f the cit-

QUESTION: Didn't this —

MR. ACHTENBBKG; There might be a case where he acted

- i,
with the council,, w \b.ly on hie cun,

QUESTION; May -X air. this question.

?iy recollection is that the Dist i :fc Jouri fou 

that the city manager already hac - ided :o di ge the



I. i That was the District Court's find

in j® IJe frankly third; it is not exactly vacant.

QUESTIONs Did the —

MR. ACHTEMBERG: Because if he had ---■

QUESTION: Did the Court of

MR. AdlTENUERG: It was certainly given strong

consideration and

QUESTION: Did the Court of Appeals, sir, Us approve 

of that finding?

MR. ACHTEMBERG:; The Court on appeal found no

difficulty.

QUESTION: Did it disapprove of it? Did it accept

it? ' If the city manage: had .greed, had decided, to discharge

ye ar client; prior to' the ■ ti n of u il, where loes th a

leave your case?

MR. ACHTEKBERG;: I —well —~

QUESTION; With respect to the

MR. AC3 A RG;: Well, I can’t recall whether they

■ that but th : Eighth Circuit clearay

linked the action of the. city council with the action of the

city manager. And so retcareless of what he had. intended or

what he eight have etna, which in fact of-course nobody really

knows because it bClft lwippen chat way, the Bight!:. Circuit
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had no problem-with finding dhafc the action 

cot mail w:ts inextricably core mot ad ’/add tun

of the cidty 

- hi i the ft IX :' n

morning in which the city manager nod only followed -the dine n o - 

ion of the com il

the matter to the grand jury and was taking appropriate action, 

■which was the direction aid the motio;), of the council 1«

QUESTIOH; Did the city manager aver endorse the

statement by Roberts?

MR. ACIITEDBDRG: dire

QUESTION: Did the city manager ever endorse Roberts'

s fcatement?

MR* MwiTDmbEG: Ned I, I ink ..:

QUESTION: Roberts was a member of the council,

MR, ACHTENBERG: >7© XI, l her of ouncil

cd-o was that was his last council meeting and why he is not 

a party

QUESTION: ' our case dependes on Roberts1 statement, 

doesnl t it?

MR. ACHTENBSRG; do, sir.
i

QUESTION: Or .doesn’t it?

MR. &CHTENBERG: Dead it •••• well,

Of v£ TICD: ' dya -.; : c ■ ii.: ends ---

MR, AChc?EDBEKG: It is a pard. of our case,

STION: - * ■ :■ i fc
‘chat would your case b®? The city council merei.y refers a



report to the- city attorn for tti

improper?

MR. ACHTENbHRG; Ho, sir.

QUESTION; So your case ~~

MR. ACHTENBERG: Our case is obviously bottomed cn 

QUESTION: On Roberts.

MR. ACHTENBERG: It is — no. sir. It is uncior

stigma.

First of all, the statement was not simply :ate~ 

litent, it was a serious charge, perhaps the most serious charge

E have read, Roberts’ state-of any of the stigma cases l*LlL.

raent.

QUESTION: Mow, WhOS1

MR. ACHTENi 5 ERG: Rob'

statement, which was a priir:ed

statement, fully prepared, included a formal councilman’s 

' . . - s — you mi

that the allegations - he whereas of the resolution. The

motion tee; made that they referred the statement, the investi- 

c-'ative statement to the - prosecuting attorney for action by the 

grand jury *--- or rather that the city manager be directed, to 

do so, that he take ai riate m against those persons

who were found to have actc-c". improperly. and that, oven furthc 

til at she statements themselves be rab.'sed to’ the press. No---, 

this was not the action of a single, councilnan in any sense of



the word* n c ■' <iply ?ith a statement, £ . t
formal action by the council, then the following, morning fch s 
compliance with the direction of that resolution by- the city-
manager»

QUESTION; Your op .....
weight on a distinction between a policy case and a conduct 
case throughout his brief,

Which do you say this was?
MR. ACIITENBERG; Both» We do not see that Monel 1 

made any distinction between conduct»
QUESTION % Well, you —
MR. ACHTENBERC: .Monell speaks of a policy or the 

implementation of poiacy by a.a highest authorities of the city 
and we view this as involving elements of both. You can't act 
without conduct. We frankly do not follow the reasoning of that 
brief in that respect.

QUESTION: Maybe; he will clarify that for ns,
MR. ACHTENBERG: Sir?

■ QUESTION: Maybe he will clarify that for us now,
Mr. Carlisle»

ORAL TEGUMENT OF RICHARD G. CARLISLE- ESQ.,
ON BEHALF OF RESPONDENTS 

R. CA3 s Thank you, Mr. Chief Justice,
it please- the Court's

ity name is i iclarM Carlisle and. I am Associata City
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Counselor for the City of Independence, Mi$boari which is a 

respondent in this case.

First of all, li

Circuit did indeed s ‘of fact of the

District Cc in

that included all of the findings as to

manager based his dischai : Lgxnatizinc

statements of Paul Roberts. And clearly he did not and that is 

not an issue this afternoon.

QUESTION: This is the first go round or the second? 

MR. CARLISLE: First and second. There woe neor 

is sue that was made an to the fact that the city manager had

decided to discharge lit i t s ■ tit i time ; ri r

April 17, which was when Paul Roberts made his statement.

Indeed .. I may be wrong about, the .date but it was along about

April 10 or April 13, somewhere in there, that he had already

chosen the chiefs replacement.

QUESTION: Are you relying on page A3 of the petition 

rtiorari re in J right* ini

of this Court he says the pertinent facts are set forth in.our

prior opinion?

HR. CARLISLE: Yes, end also on"the fact that the

Court of Appeals explicitly found at several points that 0..

discharge was not for reasons that related to his honesty and 

integrity. That is a direct quote from the Court of Appeals’
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ing that Owen, the police chiefs m been his

' -clearing

held; simply because the reasons for

to or adopt or the discharge was not based upon Paul Roberts' 

statement.

At the outset I would like ...... r;;_ ;y- n p • • ;

matters»

This is I- think a d:L fficult case and it is important

to recognize the distinct. e policy and ci . .. t. It

is very i riant ire I think in the ‘context .-

QUESTION; In can diicrc alone

MR. CARLISLE: Lhi conduct, aIon'#, yes.' t do see the

possibility — •

QUESTION: Zou do n’t make a dis tincti on be'tween 

policy and policy implemented by conduct?
MR, CARLISLE; Hot really»
QUESTION; ”ou neve:;: have ary problem unless it is 

implamented„

MR, CARIzr.PLJ/;: Right, I can s :s for example'policy 
which is implemented Her f tl firs- t ye
execution, Laths soy this is the only department, head -that was 
aver discharged by the City of I.. „ tat 1 •••.•
in our city but let's assume that for j urp >sas of it.

Ltj rter, i."i j 1 ■ policy* t art-*



meat heads are non-1

city manager and really in the city raa 

discretion*
V

So merely, agai 

rtment

would still be looking to the charter itself as policy.

And I would like to also clarify right away that 

counsel several times stated that the denial of a narae-clearing 

hearing was based on ordinance. That is totally unwarr 

say that. The city charter itself, which of course is not an 

ordinance, contains explicit provisions about denial of an 

appeal to a department heta where there is a dis> ha: s« ■;

Actually, it is almost silent about that bat it--the appeal

rights that are contained in the char-tor, section 3*28 of the 

charter which is set forth in ray statutory, provisions involved, 

relates to members of the classified service, department heads

or members of the unclassified service. Opposing counsel has 

tried to leverage X s-appose this provision, 3*28, as into 

some sort of not silent but actually control actually 

exercised charter provision that denied v. has rin<

That is simply not the case.

ing hearings,

charter is really 1 .suppose silent c-n name-clear 

.11 t nse

belatedly, 1 might all' , as to some sort policy which would



iecti i at sontai 1 ci'

dbits exactly' the fcy ig that Paul Roberts did in

this case*, that is interfering in the discharge process,, Ac the. 

event that is the decision of this Court that he did that*

QUESTION: Owen was the chief of police..

R3il : . n ' ■ : >lice.

QUESTIONi And as such was he in Indep n ' . under 

the charter a department head?

MR. CARLISLE; Yes,, he Was, hour honor.

QUESTION: And there was nobody between him and the 

city manager-., there was no safety director or anybody like 

that ?

MR. ■. ir. He was directly answerable

to the city manager.,

QUESTION: And he was a department head.’*-"*

FIR. CARLItAA: hes, sir.

QUESTION; directly under tie city manager.

MR. CARLI£;I:M; has. They had an extrexaely, or should 

have had an extremely close working relationship end I think 
that is the explanation for the unfettered discretion.

QUESTION; But he could only be dismissed for cause 

e that j lined,

service,

5R. CARLISLE: :

Justice, but I think a point . i



r ; xxi esocnco x;a

the sense that for cause has been u ' rt’

cases,it was not a discharge fox: Cause. It was a discharge

it; yer for

the city manager deems sufficient. But

QUESTION: So is that why you say there'would be no 

point or purpose to a hearing?

MR. CARLISLE; Well, there would be no point or

It is not provided for in the- charter, the city manager's 

decisions for discharge did not relate or were not based 

upon the Paul Roberts statement. Any narae™clearing hearing 

that may have been implied by Board of Regents v. Roth or 

at one time, though not presently, by the Court of; Appeals and 

never by the District Court, in other words the right to a 

name-clearing hearing is obviously why wo are here 'today.

But the right to a name-clearing hearing in the event that there 

was stigma in connection with discharge would I think ba 

■ jowething the t I could eo:ugyrtaalis© as some meaning to. The 

point is that it is not in connection with the discharge, that 

the name™clearing hearing vre.s not really denied as such but 

there was an act of omission, let us say, in .a failure to 

i3 police ii< ;' i name-cl ring

The-charter was silent as to name-clearing hearings. But.2.11' 

of the charter, which.............. :ic ,i ddentally, is i 1 £
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tiff's complaint about 2.XI, merely would have prohibited the 
city council or Paul Roberts from participating in the discharge 
process or something in c sction with t 
and holding some type of hearing.

Had the city council not been involved in the discharge 
process, perhaps some other type of name-clearing hearing could 
have been hale by the city council.

And 3.28,again, of the charger was the section which 

pertained to property rights wed not liberty rights.

The point I would like to make this morning i.s that 
the charter was silent as to name-clearing hearings and, 
indeed, no ordinance, charter provision,- nothing pertained 
to the precise type of name-clearing hearing that we are talk
ing here about here today. And that Ls not unusual, because 
procedural due process is a broad and changing concept. It is 
one that many times .*

QUESTION: 7, take it this is an argument then that
you are disagreeing with the Court of Appeals.

MR. CARLISLE j I reserve ’ in my last section ~~
QUESTIONs You are saying you 'disagree that there was

a policy.
HR. CARLISLE; I see your point, Your Honor.
QUESTION: fwe Court of Appeals thought there was

a policy ~~
MR. CARLISLE; Yes.



QUESTION s - but thought -chare was immunity*

HR* / CARLISLE; The. right that the Court of Appeals —

QUESTIONs You are not-arguing no immunityf you are 

arguing no policy.

MR. CARLISLE: I am actually arguing both*

QUESTION: But right now you are argui.

MR. CARLISLE; Yesp sir.,.

The Court of Appeals found that the conduct'Which 

coincided in time of Paul Roberts* the city council motion and 

'the Lyle Alberg discharge of the police chief, that that 

conduct ~~ and I am quoting from the Court of Appeals opinion — 

could fairly be said to be official policy.”

I do not agree with that statement.

QUESTION; Well, what if you did?

MR, CARLISLE: 1 have not made that really an issue.

QUESTIONs What if we agreed with the Court of

Appeals?

MR. CARLISLE; Then I think you still have to decide 

whether or not on that basis what type of cause of action we are 

dealing with here.

I think that the opposing counsel in this case --

QUESTION; You are saying that even if it was policy 

there would still be immunity?

HR. CARLISLE ; No, Your Honor, in the true policy- 

case, say for example one of plaintiff’s allegations in his



complaint, sir, was that ■••• I believ< it wag 3*3 of our charter 

— it was over-broad on its race. It was vague. Good faith 

is no defense to this Court’s analysis of whether a charter 

provision is over-broad on its face*

But where,you are talking about conduct, the Paul 

Roberts statement, the city manager’s omission in failing

to affirmatively offer a.name-clearing hearting, policy in the 

sense that I use the word —

QUESTIONs ' Well, what if the city council had 

specifically ordered that no hearing be granted?

MR. CARLISLE: The city council,school boards, any 

type of public governmental body can act in a legislative 

capacity. They can also act iri a quasi-judicial capacity. They 

can have conduct. And to illustrate the point we were talking 

about,an ordinance that prohibited blacks in the city at 

night, good faith is no defense to an analysis of that 

ordinance. If however Paul Roberts personally felt, that blacks 

should not be in the city at night, then obviously you are 

talking about conduct and not policy* X would think bad faith 

conduct, but not policy.

QUESTION: The city would not be liable?

MR, CARLISLE: That is another difficult point. So 

holds Monel1, hour Honor

QUESTION: Isn’t that what we are talking shout



.... c

HR. CARLISLE: , but as £ practical matter the

reasons behind the good, faith defense as cited in the two 

reasons cited in Scheuer v* Rhodes have always recognised the 

fact that cities indemnify their employees. And as Jaffe, 

who is the author of those two rationales recognised, it is 

basically the — and I think as the Court did in Scheuer. — it 

is basically the same concepts behind so ign immunity that 

are the concepts behind the two rationale in Scheuer.

QUESTION s When would --- if there is any rule that 

a city should not be liable os a respondeat superior basis, when 

would that ever apply if it didn’t apply when an employee 

contrary to policy, acting on his own, in bad faith, hurt some

body?

MR. CARLISLE: I think the respondeat superior rule 

should apply in full force when an employee acting in bad faith 

and, as in this case, with Paul Roberts in violation of official 

policy, again 2.11 prohibited the type of statement that Roberts 

madef I can’t see that the city should ever be liable for that 

conduct®

QUESTION; Well, then you ought to — that is...- 

ground the Court of Appeals used.

MR. CARLISLE; to, the Court of Appeals quite simply 

anc without much analysis that that conduci: could fairly

be said, to be official policy.

QUESTION: Yes„ And. you say it wasn't. AS a*matter
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of fact it contravened policy»
I

MR* CARLISLE; Yes, as far as the Paul Roberts state

ment was concerned»

QUESTION: For you to win/ do we have to over turn the

Court of Appeals?

MR* CARLISLE: Noc

QUESTION 5 Well» we have to disagree with them*

MR* CARLISLE: No* I am s&yipg that it is either one 

case or the other# Your Honor# that treat it as conduct or treat 

it as policy, don’t find some critical gap in between the two 

where I have no policy which is giver, deference which I think 

tills Court would give under the separation of powers doctrine» 

And I have no conduct which has given a good faith defense»

Quite literally# under plaintiff’s- defense# I do not know of
*n

any defense, ary argument that I could make to this Court» I 

couldn’t argue good faith immunity and I couldn’t argue defer

ence. lie has it both ways» in other -words, when we are talking

about policy he says that I hay© no deference» And when we are
*

talking about conduct, he says I have no —
i .

QUESTIONi Well, 1st us suppose that there was a city 

ordinance or a provision in the charter that says that whenever 

any department heads are discharged no hearings shall be — -the 

city manager has complete case:ration and when hei discharges tier.

a :: riven. That is just what- the charter 

s=aysv 1 suppose you would say that is - policy.
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MR* CARLISLE5 I would definitely say that ir.- policy,

I would say «—

QUESTION? And let us say the city manager discharges 

somebody, a hearing is demanded and he denied it, saying, "I 

can11 grant one,"

MR* CARLISLE: Right»

QUESTION: Wow, you wouldn’t say that the city has 

qualified immunity there?

MR. CARLISLE: I would not. I would say you would be 

looking at the charter so

QUESTION: The question in the case is whether there 

is policy or not, not whether there is immunity.

MR. CARLISLE: I agree that there is no qualified 

immunity to true policy. I agree in my brief and I say that 

where conduct is treated as policy, if you are truly talking 

about conduct., as I think —

QUESTION: • So y.y; do want to see «*» you do want to 

say that the Court of Appeals is clearly wrong on saying there 

was policy —- •

MR. CARLISLE: No, because I think what the Court of. 
.appeals did in this case, they said under the particular 

circumstances of this case that qualified immunity could be 

g«.an«„ed9 and I cn.'-nk that is right. I will agree with counsel 

iiist there was not extensive amount of discussion, though if 

y°u look at the filss of 'this case you will realise that this
i
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was not the first time the case had been before the Court of 

Appeals, and that many words had been written about this case, 

and the District Court had analyzed «-**

QUESTION: X thought you would surely argue that there

was not policy* there wasn’t any liability at all* qualified or 

not* that otherwise it is just liability on an respondeat 

superior basis,
'v : .

HR, CARLISLE: I was tempted to make -that argument*

Your Honor* and basically because of the indemnity provisions 

in some State laws and the informal indemnity that is given as 

a matter of course at any rate* it would be simplistic for me 

to argue that the city will never be liable for the conduct of 

1ts employees„

2n a

QUESTION: Counsel* supposing that you have an

ordinance that is exactly the converse of what my brother White 

has suggested that says that in every case the firing of a 

department head there shall be the opportunity for a hearing 

conducted by the city manager, The city manager flatly* contrary 

to that ordinance * refuses to conduct such a hearing and dis

charges him anyway. He if an employee of the city* he is 

presumably liable under a respondeat superior theory but you 

have nothing else,

Now, under Monell you don’t have any liability there*

do yon?
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MR, CARLISLE s I agree completely, Neverf never® I

agree»

1 am trying to be practical, in recognising the fact 

that there are going to be instances coming before this Court 

and certainly coming before the Circuits where a city is 

aSked to be liable for conduct. And I think this is such a case* 

where you males the distinction, and it is a difficult distinction 

between conduct -and policy, I have defined policy for example 

as something of. continuing effect, something of future effect, 

and general application®
QUESTION? Well, I still don’t know what you do with 

the Court of Appeals conclusion that there was policy here®

MR, CARLISLEj I accept it, because it is not a 

question presented in -this case,

And then *■-

QUESTION s I suppose you as respondent could probably 

say it Wasn’t policy®

MR, CARLISLE % Well, —

QUESTIONi And that he didn't cross petition —

MR„ CARLISLE! My last point relied on, in essence 

raised certain elements of that argument,

But what I am saying in -tills —

QUESTION s But if it is policy and there is just 
implementation of the city policy involved here, 1 don't know 

how you
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HR, CARLISLE; I don't see — what we have here really 
I think is respondeat superior, as was recognized in the 
discussion before»- And I am willing to accept that as favorable 
to my case.

But, I am saying it is not despositive of my case* I 

am saying that as a -practical matter there are going to be 
situations where there are close questions as to whether some
thing is conduct or- policy. And, if it is policy// I think 
•this Court has to give deference .to that policy* If it is 
conduct, then X think we get qualified immunity»

QUESTION! Now, if you agree that purs implementation 
of a policy, an admitted policy, would not •»** that there would
be no immunity then» And if you agree in this case that there

*

was a policy involved, that the city manager was implementing, 
you Would say no immunity»

MR. CARLISLE; I do not believe that there was a 
policy -» I know ~«*

QUESTIONs 1 know you don’t, but suppose you did»
MR» CARLISLE s If in the example I believe that you 

gave/-Your Honor, that there was a charter provision saying no 
hearings whatsoever, we would be here, we would be reviewing 
that charter provision, we would he talking about such things 
as legislative intent, we would be talking about the separation c 
powers doctrine *—*

QUESTION; What if the charter said the city manager
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has bsoad executive powers and he has powers to issue regulati 

to carry out the provisions of this charter, lie issues a set. of 
regulations that says the furtherance of my power is discharged, 

here is the procedure. There isn’t any, there is no procedure, 

and he fires 'the man and there is no hearing.

Is that city policy?

MR * CARLISLE: I do believe that it is possible for a 
city manager to create city oolicy* although I must agree that 
in a councilman form of government historically the council 

creates policy and the city manager executes it. But 1 think 

that policy of general applicability in nature effect can be 

made by an executive® And I think that it is in essence to have 

an administrative rule that we would be -•*»

QUESTION s In that event there would be no qualified

immunity.

MR. CARLISLE: That is exactly right, Your Honor»

Again, I am comfortable with that argument, based upon 
my facts® X would hasten to add that in Footnote, 23 of my

. t
brief there are considerations similar, though not coterminous, 

with Qualified good faith immunity of the individual which do 

pertain as to whether or not there should, be retroactive monetary 

relief in a policy case.

This Court is quite often struggling with that 
idea of whether policy is voidable or void ab initio, whether 

some sort of presumption 0j*’ validity of policy such as we

s
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should have on our charter would continue" that policy in effect 

until it is ultimately deemed to fos unconstitutional*

QUESTIONs Mr. Carlisle, may I ask you a question about 

the basic claim 'in the case to get all these arguments, 

because I understand the good faith defense rests largely -on 

the fact that the state of the law was uncertain or hadn't 

developed at the time of the events in question.

MR. CARLISLE; In large, Your Honor.

QUESTION: Now, assume that the same events, took pla 

today and everybody knew the law# 30 y°u wouldn't have this kind 

©•£ a good faith argument.

Would you agree that the facts would support recovery 

by idle plaintiff under 1983 against somebody?

MR. CARLISLEs Yes, Your Honor.

QUESTIONS O.K. , 1 'just wanted to be sure of that.

MR. CARLISLE t The actual good faith in this case of 

. course was not limited solely to the nbnexitenstence of subtle 

■ law and, indeed, the existence' of good, faith is not a question 

presented on appeal. But in that regard we also were talking 

about- no malice, which was established below; we are talking 

about job offers that ware made, we were talking «about informal -

QUESTION s That would have to do with the extent of 

damages perhaps, wouldn't it?
A

MR. CARLISLE; X believe it has much to do with 

qualified good faith Immunity, which- defeat **«*
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■ js Well., nwf I am talking about the job offers 

that were made,

HR. CARLISLE; Yes,, that would be mitigation as well 

but it is the type of suggestive factor that I think the Court 

took into consideration when talking about no malice.

QUESTIONs Well, have in this case, don't you, as in 

so many cases of this kind different elements that are very 

easily kind of interchangeable and not easy to separate. First 

■the constitutional violation which could occur, any employee 

could violate the plaintiff's constitutional rights. And then 

you have the respondeat superior plus requirement of Mens,11 

diich says that even if an individual employee has violated a 

constitutional right, the city can't be held liable unless you
i

show somethig more than respondeat superior. And then you have 

elements of damages and mitigation and that sort of thing.
MR. CARLISLE; Yes, sir. This is an extremely 

complex case to analyze, in ay opinion, because, of the inter

play of all of those and other issues in here in this case.

It is a lot easier I think to maybe look at seme other allegation 

in plaintiff's complaint that aren't here tl kind of define' 

what I mean about when qualified immunity is not available.

He made allegations for example as to -*«* as I mentioned „„ 

section of our charter being over-broad. I -think this Court can 

look at the language. I think it can look at arguments of 

counsel, but things like whether the council maliciously passed
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that is not going to stop this Court from reviewing some 
language of my charter» By the same token„ if -the city council 

conspired to fraudulently pass a. policy. you would be talking 

about conduct„ wouldn't you»
In the making of that policy you can have fraud»

There are many 0 many cases involving fraud by policy-making 

bodies but that is conduct» That is a tort»

But then,, really,, something comes into existence that

is called policy» There is —
QUESTION: Wha-fi has fraud got to do with a

constitutional violation of 1983?

MR» CARLISLE; I think you could have fraudulent

conspiracy to deprive someone of a constitutional right and that 
'conspiracy could be either in the making of policy or in the

execution of policy» But then when Ilia policy itself would

come into existence there is really something there to review,

for example section 3»3 of our charter» It has language? it

exists? you can sit down and you can look at it» You can talk

about legislative intent» You can talk about rational basis»

This Court does it all the time and it.has done it all the

time in 1983 cases» Monall is basically such a case? where
N

you are talking about a leave of absence policy» That is 
something that you can review as policy» Craig v« Bourne was
a 1983 case where you were talking I believe about age

discrimination? when you could buy beer»
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Case after case after case you are looking at a
regulation and this Court is not going to concern itself with 
the objective and subjective parts of qualified good faith 
immunity 'when you are reviewing policy itself0

QUESTION; Now, let me ea.r:;:y the question I asked you 
before one step further® I think I understand the answer but I 
want to ba sure,

Would you agree that if the facts that have been 
found here occurred today that the city would be liable under 
19 83?

MR® CARLISLE? If we do accept, as I have only for
/

the purposes of argument, that in some of that conduct can 
bind the city® And I think basically it can*

In other contexte getting away from this case •
because I think the Court of Appeals was wrong when pressed to

♦adroit that, and although it is not salient to my theory as a 
whole, but I think that you can have situations possibly which 
may create a 1983 case for violation of Federal laws where 
employee conduct notwithstanding the non-application of the 
respondeat superior theory could conceivably create entity 
liability*

QUESTION: Well, then specifically, this is such a 

case unless we hold that, there is good faith immunity for the 
municipality?

MR® CARLISLE: I am afraid I don't understand the



question, Your Honor»
*

QUESTION; I think I understand you to be arguing,
and in part admitting, -that if the facts we have before us
occurred today so there was no good faith immunity defense
available, the city would be liable? the conversa of which is 
that you are saying in essence that you are relying squarely on

good faith immunity as the reason the city is not liable»
MR. CARLISLE: I am, Your Honor, because I sea 

absolutely no policy that I can rely on one way or the other.

Our charter is silent as to policy. We are looking only only
at conduct, conduct which merely because of the rank of Paul 
Roberts was policy.

QUESTION5 If that is true, may I ask you, because 
I really didn't find you addressing this very much: Why should 
— what is there in the law to support the notion that in a 
situation which a city would otherwise be liable it should be

immune from liability because of the good faith of its 
officials?

MR. CARLISLE: Simply because you look at the nature 
of the cause of action. I agree with opposing counsel that the 
qualified good faith immunity may be an ill-chosen term, because

I think it relates to the cause of action.

If you are talking about a Federal tort, opposing 
counsel designates this case today, then you are looking at a 
.background of tort liability ghat includes concepts such as
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state of mind, approximate cause, cause in. fact and duty* -I 

believe that the good faith immunity -- if we can call it an 

immunity, which is really I think a defense on the merits ~— 

relates directly back to plaintiff*s prima facie case on thin 

Federal tort and what if the merely —

QUESTIONS It is rather unusual to have an affirmative 

defense relate back to the prima facie case*
\

MR*CARLISLE: Not at all, Your Honor* Whether or not 

something is tin affirmative defense is, as I understand civil 

procedure, made on a determination of whether or not it would 

be a permitted but disfavored defense, which this may well be, 

the convenience to the parties, accessibility to evidence, quite 

often we have a defense on the merits that is made an affirmative 

defense*

tod, incidentally, I do not .know of this Court ever 
having held, and 1 think Wood v« Strickland can be held to the 

contrary or seen to the contrary, that the good faith defense 

as we know it is indeed an affirmative defense* It is just 

kind of accepted as such, but I do not know that to b© the 

case *

QUESTION; Procunier v« Navarette tends to support you

on that*

MR* CARLISLE: Yes, sir*

QUESTION; Yes*

QUESTION? Mr* Carlisle, . the only injury alleged in



this case* as I understand it* is stigma.

Is that correct?

MR. CARLISLEs As I understand it* Your Honor. 

QUESTION: The District Court found also* as I under

stand it* that there was no stigma; is that correct?

MR» CARLISLE: Yes* Your Honor* —

QUESTION: Well, why do you give you?.' case away,

then?

MR. CARLISLEs Again,, it is not the question presented

oh appeal. .1 do reserve parts of that. Your Honor, and my last 
point relied on when I talk about the threshold question being 

a deprivation. I do not believe 'a deprivation of liberty 

occurred in this case.

QUESTION: Well, why don’t you stand on that?

MR. CARLISLE-: Well.» it was beck a little bit further

in my argument -■*** my last point relied on, Your Honor —
:i V

QUESTIONS In responding to my brother Justice 

Stevens- I have understood you to concede that —

MR. CARLISLE: I do not concede that stigma is present 

in this ease.

QUESTIONs All .right.

We didnFt limit it, did we?

QUESTION-: Well, -the Court of Appeals felt there was. 

MR. CARLISLE: The Court of Appeals found that there 

was; a -deprivation of liberty.
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QUESTION i And that there was stigma.
MR. CARLISLE: There must be —
QUESTION s So to the extent that as a respondent you 

rely on the contrary you are going contrary.to the Court of 
Appealse which is your privilege.

MR. CARLISLE: Yes. And my last point relied on Your 
Honor I claim that there was no deprivation of liberty.

QUESTIONi Well, in fairness to you then, Mr.
Carlisle, you really want to withdraw your answer to one of my 
questions. You don’t really accept for purposes of decision 
the proposition that if this conduct referred today there would 
be liability against anybody.

MR. CARLISLEs If it occurred today. Your Honor, —
I understand what you are saying — there are two different 
ways of looking at it® I feel that your question in. the abstract 
as to the availability of a qualified immunity defense which I 
believe is lost if you are acting in the face of subtle law.

QUESTION: Yes.
MR. CARLISLE s That was the answer —
QUESTION; I meant to ask you'b^pausefthere are so . 

so many issues that cross-cross in the case is; Assuming yon 
didn’t have a qualified immunity defenses at all because of the 
fact it occurred today and there is no matter of unsettled law 
or anything else. Just on the basic facts of the case I was 
asking you whether or not you were contending that there would
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be no liability anyway»

MR* CARLISLE; There would be none under my last —•

I do not believe that plaintiff has established a threshold 

question of deprivation of liberty*

QUESTION: And that is because you don't regard these 

comments as stigma?

MR» CARLISLE: They were not stigmatising in connection 

with the discharge, Your Honor»

QUESTION; That is because they (a) were not 

stigmatizing or (b) were not in connection with the discharge?

MR» CARLISLE; Primarily they were not in connection 

with the discharge, although I think the District Court was 

correct in finding, and ho was the fcryar of fact that the 

plaintiff’s name was cleared by the return of —

QUESTION: You have got three possible arguments:

Cl) not stigma? (2) not in connection? and (3) would be **~

MR* CARLISLE: 1 have —

QUESTION: New, which are you —

MR» CARLISLE: I have’ conceded; for the purposes of 

argument all along that the robust comments of Paul Roberts were 

stigmatizing»

QUESTION; All right»

But you deny that they were in connection with the

discharge?

MR® CARLISLE: I certainly do, Your Honor®
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QUESTION s And you also argue that, they were cured
* 'in any eventa

MR» CARLISLE s I do, Your Honor»

MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER3 Thank you, gentlemen. 

The case is submitted.
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